Call to order

December 7, 2021.

Attendees

Fiona Robinson Hill
Ajshe and Leaha Shala
Marsha Tiemann
Nicky Reza
Juario (Sarah’s Parent)
Kushtim
Adriana Pinto
JaNeal Rodriguez
Sam Quantz
Victoria Palauni

Digital Citizenship - Sam Quantz

Legislature passed bill including School Community Councils (SCCs) into the process of providing safe technology and digital citizenship.

- Internet filter iBoss used to filter and categorize websites to either allow or block. All uncategorized websites will be automatically blocked.
  - Faculty/staff may request websites to be unblocked and the technology department will look into the site
- Filtering levels are set for elementary, secondary, and staff levels. iBoss may apply settings to multiple levels of filtering
- On frequently used sites (YouTube, Google Images, Weebly, etc.)
  - It is now possible to block YouTube while allowing certain videos to be shown
  - MyVRSpro allows videos to be watched
  - Google Images cannot be blocked without blocking Google
  - Weebly not blocked
- Schools can request sites to be unblocked
• Management Tools used (MDM, Chrome Management, LanSchool etc.) that add controls of who accesses systems.
  o Lab/Admin can see what is happening on student screens
    ▪ We don’t have a district license for that
• Resources the district provides for educating services and internet use/digital citizenship
  o At Registration parents are provided an Acceptable Use Policy that outlines the district’s expectation for student responsibilities for use and digital citizenship
• Protocols in district schools when inappropriate content is accessed for students, employees, and parents
  o Sam supervises all staff usage of internet
    ▪ There are very strict expectations
  o Student report goes to Principal Rodriguez
• Internet usage
  o Internet filtering is reactive not proactive
  o Nothing replaces good monitoring
  o No filter is perfect
• Funding from Utah Education Network that is funded by the Utah state legislature and used by all districts
• We use windows laptops
  o iPads are only used by teachers for
  o Searching is monitored and done in library or computer lab
• Devices brought from home
  o May be used for instructional purposes in district, but it is up to the teacher if they are used
    ▪ Filtered once connected to our SLCSD network
• This information is available in detail in the SLCSD website
  o Please contact JaNeal Rodriguez, Adriana Pinto, or Sam Quantz with questions about anything computer or technology

Safe Walking Route - Rodriguez

• Routes have not changed since the change to Liberty from Lincoln
• Crossing guards on State Street and 900 S, but fewer than usual
• We have a teacher who helps cover at the end of the day
• No crossing guards are not at the crosswalks nearest the school - there is a shortage in the city and they are trying to hire, but have found a shortage

PTA - Nicky Reza

• Liberty is starting a PTA program partnered with Bonneville Elementary as a sister school
• In contact with district and awaiting more information about the partnership
• MOD Pizza Fundraiser this Thursday all day with
  o Nicky will send Fiona information about the fundraiser
Review School Land Trust Plan - Rodriguez

- $44,496
- Funding pays for an additional teacher to support class size reduction
  - All funds go toward salary

Review Student Success Plan - Pinto

- Literacy - By the end of the 2021-2022, Liberty will increase the number of proficient students in ELA by 15% as measured by BOY to EOY ELA Acadience.
- Numeracy - By the end of the 2021-2022, Liberty will increase the number of proficient students in ELA by 15% as measured by BOY to EOY ELA Acadience.
- Culture/Climate - By the end of the 2021-2022, Liberty will increase the number of proficient students in ELA by 15% as measured by BOY to EOY ELA Acadience.
- Achievement Gap - By the end of the 2021-2022, Liberty will increase the number of proficient students in ELA by 15% as measured by BOY to EOY ELA Acadience.

Non-Agenda Items - Open to All Attendees

- Concern over the Corner Market store and its safety
- COVID vaccine clinic taking place at the Liberty CLC this Thursday
  - First, Second, and Booster shots available
  - Flyers and electronic alerts have been shared